
Swiss Army Knife of Finance
the tricks that make the Roth IRA the

Handy and versatile, here are some of the uses
of a Roth IRA: do any of them sound right for you?

managing
lifetime total taxes

adding flexibility
to retirement planning

making
great gifts

funding
educational expenses

Converting existing retirement balances
to Roth makes those amounts taxable
now at relatively lower rates—and wipes
out taxes on future gains, at potentially
higher rates. Converting temporarily
depressed holdings involves paying tax
only on the lower current value, too.

Unlike traditional IRA balances, Roth
IRAs don't have required minimum
distributions. They're useful for large
retirement outlays without making a
bulge in your tax bill. Buying a second
home, boat, or camper in retirement?
Roth money could come in handy.

Roth IRAs can be wonderful gifts for
children or grandchildren with earned
income who qualify to make Roth
deposits due to earnings but lack the
funds to make the deposits. Growth
over the decades may never be taxed.

Parents seeking versatile education
funding for their children may use their
own Roth IRAs as a source of funds for
that purpose. If not needed, the money
may remain in the Roth and ultimately
help to fund their own retirement.
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Traditional IRA account owners have considerations to make before
performing a Roth IRA conversion. These primarily include income

tax consequences on the converted amount in the year of
conversion, withdrawal limitations from a Roth IRA, and income

limitations for future contributions to a Roth IRA. In addition, if you
are required to take a required minimum distribution (RMD) in the
year you convert, you must do so before converting to a Roth IRA.

 
A Roth IRA offers tax deferral on any earnings in the account.

Qualified withdrawals of earnings from the account are tax-free.
Withdrawals of earnings prior to age 59 ½ or prior to the account
being opened for 5 years, whichever is later, may result in a 10%

IRS penalty tax. Limitations and restrictions may apply.
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